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OMR is pleased to return to Art Basel in 2021 with a curated 

selection of works by Matti Braun, Pia Camil, Jose Dávila, 

Artur Lescher, Jorge Méndez Blake, Ana Montiel,

Gabriel Rico, SUPERFLEX, Troika, and James Turrell.
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Jose Dávila
Panopticon, 2018
Concrete board volume, plaster, boulders, wood, brick, and 
glass sphere
222 x 38 x 32 cm
(JDA 0660)







Pia Camil
Su cuerpo dejarán, 2020
Liquid watercolor, acrylic ink and oil stick on paper
138 x 108 cm
(PCA 0086)

In the works that make up the series Laugh Now, 
Cry Later, title of her second solo exhibition in OMR 
(2020), Camil presents a selection of drawings as her 
first autobiographical exhibition.

The accompanying text was written by Gabriela Jauregui, 
author and friend of the artist.



1. An Autobiography of drawing drawing
“...The clear, stubborn concentration of the artist on [her] 
subject. I see it. And I think, It’s the concentration that 
gives the work its power. The space inside me enlarges. 
The rectangle of light and air inside, where thought 
clarifies and language grows and response is made 
intelligent, that famous space surrounded by loneliness, 
anxiety, self-pity, it opens wide…” What happens when this 
space, a space of clarity of thought, an expressive space, 
which Vivian Gornick describes as a shimmering rectangle, 
opens so wide it pours forth into being in the world? This 
is a personal process of thinking and coming into being, 
rather than a purely conceptual one. Porousness: there is 
risk, there is gut, and vulnerability. Boxes of pleasure. And 
pain.

2. Light
A mother’s liberation: a shimmering rectangle of light and 
color. Painting classes. Doing. The child watches. Knows. 
Her father leaves. A mother will never paint again. Draw a 
limit // Paint a line. To draw a map of a life. Frame.

3. Music
The child under a piano. Her father playing Bach. Pleasure 
of the afternoon. Weekend shopping for classical music 
records. Father choosing passionately. Child in sofa, 
waiting. Musty smells of sala Margolín, now OMR: a space 
within a space, a box of memory contained inside a box. 
Pleasure and leisure. Words hidden inside words, feelings 
inside feelings. Time passes, rhythm stays. Moving.

4. Snake
Death comes knocking. Never expected. A child is a woman 
whose mind cannot protect her from feeling. Death draws 
near.  Death of a parent would leave a child orphaned even 
when she in turn is already a mother. And so the woman 
who was once a child who is a mother now comes back to 
the first thing a child does, even before speaking: drawing. 
Rectangles open and close. Shimmer and dull. Remember 
there is pain behind this paint: archeological Rorschach. 
Layers upon layers of meaning. Boxes inside boxes.

5. Duel/Wake
Feelings fight. Paper reflects back. Mourning after. To 
express this pain through this paint opens up a common 
space. We share sediment, residue, rectangles ablaze. 
Wash. Take (f)light.

6. Hang
 “The grey bark of the freshly dead is loose and cracked 
open; pale lacy whorls of fern cling in clumps, like tangled 
baby’s hair. Sensitive and perseverant, they cling to and 
comfort death. Beneath the fern, the bark is mottled with 
light green mold, feeding lovingly. My thoughts dissolve in 
the grey and green, traveling from life to death to life.” To 
cling, to fasten, to persevere. How life is drawn forth from 
death. Feeding lovingly, writes Mary Gaitskill. To comfort. 
A child who is a woman, was once a baby, sick, inside an 
incubator. Isolated. The father left a note near her tiny 
feet: Hang in there. The line between life and death always 
tenuous, a crossing. Time passes but how we laugh, how 
we cry is its color. Now draw in. Hang on. And then let go.

Gabriela Jauregui



Pia Camil: Ríe ahora, llora después (Laugh Now, Cry Later), OMR, Mexico City (2020).



The dye process used for Braun’s paintings has its 
roots in the artist’s investigation and appropriation of 
traditional techniques of textile production often used 
for religious or ritualistic purposes, for instance the 
Indonesian technique of batik.

Braun’s work is about the inability of objects to 
contain the meaning with which we burden them, 
drawing attention to the multiplicity of interpretations 
with which our personal and cultural histories imbue 
perception. The references are never illustrative or 
didactic but make visible an object’s cultural trajectory 
and the mechanisms of cultural cross- pollination.



Matti Braun
Untitled, 2021

Silk, dye, powder-coated aluminium
130 x 100 cm

(MBR 0043)



Matti Braun: Sol Bo, OMR, Mexico City (2016).







Jose Dávila
Poggendorf Phenomenon, 2021
Metal, igneous rock, and volcanic rock
161 x 248 x 34 cm
(JDA 0662)





Jorge Méndez Blake
Proyecto de columna-anfiteatro (Arquitectura de la discusión) II / Project 

for a Column-Amphitheater (Architecture of Discussion) II, 2021
Concrete, Blanco Carrara marble

125 x 46 x 46 cm
Edition of 3 plus 1 artist’s proof (#1/3)

(JMB 0591)









“Every work that I do starts from a set of formal 
grammatical relations, which is to say that the choice 
of materials, the ways they relate to each other and 
the mechanisms they interact with.  

The engineering of the work is very important. This all 
serves a purpose that may become clear during the 
process of construction.  The awareness that these 
relations evoke beyond formal relations is something 
that I pay close attention to, in doing the work I seek 
to leave the discourse clear.”

- Artur Lescher



Artur Lescher
Diógenes, 2019-2020
Brass and steel cable
234 x 12 Ø cm
Edition of 5 plus 2 artist’s proof (AP 1/2)
(ALE 0145)





Gabriel Rico
Las cosas antiguas que nos pertenecen 

(Dodecahedron/toilet), 2021
Wood carving (cedar, pine and walnut) & 

assemblies, polychrome oil painting
205 x 65 x 110 cm

(GRI 0255)

“These pieces were worked in a software from which 
I mix different objects related to the contemporary 
society, insert them between themselves and between 
the different solids of Plato, until achieving a structural 
balance that allows the sculptures to preserve their 
vertical position as well as an aesthetic balance.”



Gabriel Rico: I May Use An Electric Drill, But I Also Use A Hammer, OMR, Mexico City (2021).



“In the sculptures that make up this series, I 
contemplate the geometrical figures known as Plato’s 
solids, alluding to the importance that geometry has 
had in the development of contemporary society.”





Troika
Unstable Constructs, 2021

Perspex tubes, photographic film
150 x 115 x 10 cm

(TROI 0454)



As one moves around the artwork, a wave of color 
carries the viewer away and challenges the idea that 
uncertainty and staticity cannot coexist. 





Ana Montiel
INITIATION: SEPARATION 
(Symphony No. 3, Op. 36 - III. Lento - Cantabile semplice) 7, 2021
Acrylic on canvas
190 x 300 cm
(AMO 0032)



Ana Montiel in her Mexico City studio.



SUPERFLEX
If Value Then Copy, 2021

Oil on canvas
70 x 185 cm / 70 x 55 cm each

(SUP 0046)



Within the copyright regime, every commodity 
and concept is assigned ownership and thus 
becomes incorporated within a global system 
that functions to protect and defend its perceived 
value. The dictum “if value then right” is used 
by copyright advocates to suggest that anything 
that could be valuable should therefore be 
copyrighted, and that all unauthorised copying 
should be considered theft and be punishable 
by law.  

Each iteration of If Value Then Copy consists of 
three identical paintings; this repetition points to 
the uniformity of commercial mass production. 
At the same time, the slogan challenges the 
very idea of originality, authorship and value. Is 
any idea truly original? Can one claim ownership 
of immaterial goods? How do we evolve if 
not by mimicking and copying what is already 
surrounding us?





Troika
Reality is Not Always Probable, 2021

23,177 ivory 10 mm dice on wood
101 x 220 x 4 cm

(TROI 0436)





Jorge Méndez Blake
Desmantelando a Tablada (Un día... Poemas sintéticos) III / 
Dismantling Tablada (Un día... Poemas sintéticos) III, 2020

Acrylic on linen
259 x 198 cm

(JMB 0564)







Each Circular Glass fascinates by deploying 
the captivating effect of light on a plane surface. 
Observing this breathtaking play of light, the 
two-dimensional plane transforms into an 
indefinable depth in which the gaze can loose 
itself. As typical for James Turrell’s work, the 
Circular Glasses thus challenge the viewers 
perception of light and space.

Facing a Circular Glass, the viewer perceives 
a circular plane of light that, unlike a projection, 
seems to be dense and permeable at the same 
time and that changes its colors in a gradual flow. 
The color gradient is reminiscent of an animated 
atmospheric painting in which colors drift from 
the center to the edges. At times, a single blue, 
green, or purple hue floods the plane before 
imploding into a different color. A new aura-like 
circle forms and radiates outwards in different 
gradations, as the process begins anew.

JAMES TURRELL'S WORK IS PRESENTED IN 
COLLABORATION WITH 

HÄUSLER CONTEMPORARY.









James Turrell
Circular Glass, 2020

Glass, computerized LED (r, g, b, y, w)
120 cm aperture

(JTU 0131)









Ana Montiel
INITIATION: SEPARATION 

(Symphony No.3, Op. 36 - III. Lento - Cantabile semplice) 6, 2021
Acrylic on canvas

190 x 300 cm
(AMO 0033)







Democracy as we know it today, began with the 
classic Greek poets, who wrote about heroes and 
tragedies in the Theater of Dionysus in the hills of the 
Acropolis of Athens to share emotions and provide 
a sense of community. These plays arose universal 
feelings of solidarity and empathy amongst the public, 
who found themselves crying and laughing together, 
for the same reasons, and this led to democracy. 

In the middle of a global crisis, not only a sanitary 
one but also a democratic and poetic one, Mendez 
Blake tries to reconstruct the original place of a poet, 
he attempts to restore his original role of a creator 
of tragedy and comedy – and thus democracy using 
the amphitheater as a symbol of the possibility of 
listening, discussing and living in community.

As in the ancient theaters, we can sit, we can listen, 
we can discuss, we can inhabit our communities.



Jorge Méndez Blake
Reconstrucción de anfiteatro (Nos sentamos, escuchamos, discutimos) III / 
Amphitheater Reconstruction (We Sit, We Listen, We Discuss) III, 2021
Colored pencil on paper
Framed: 154.2 x 284.2 x 8 cm
(JMB 0586)





Matti Braun
Untitled, 2021
Silk, dye, powder-coated aluminium
130 x 100 cm
(MBR 0044)





Gabriel Rico
I have anticipated you VI (The object, constructor of the 
social, expelled from the social world, attributes to a 
transcendent world what is, however, not divine, 2021
Cedar wood carving with steel core, polychrome oil 
painting, gold-plated ceramics & sand
210 x 90 x 90 cm
(GRI 0240)



“Pendulums are structures that activate space 
and create a gravitational relationship with the 
audience. I realized that these objects could 
form real constellations with the possibility of 
designing and guiding our perception with the 
desire to integrate into a broader scope.”



Artur Lescher
Lilla #05, 2020

Brass, aluminium and steel cable
220 x 10 Ø cm

Edition of 5 plus 2 artist’s proof (AP 1/2)
(ALE 0130)



In conceiving his works, the artist always uses sketches 

or models as his starting point, only choosing the material 

to be used at a later moment. The material is then 

labored using semi-industrial processes such as welding, 

polishing and galvanising. The piece is then suspended, 

thus finishing off the tension the work. The projects that 

make use of gravity to explore the interaction of the work 

with the space.







Working with expert craftsmen in Portugal, Méndez 

Blake’s Project for Amphitheater (Architecture of 

Discussion) VI  (2020) has been carved from a solid 

block of locally sourced Tigre mable with a 6 axis 

CNC - allowing for highly techincal presicion - and 

later finished by hand.



Jorge Méndez Blake
Proyecto de anfiteatro (Arquitectura de la discusión) VI / 
Project for Amphitheater (Architecture of Discussion) VI, 2020
Tigre Marble
86.5 x 115 x 42 cm
Weight: 580 kg. approx.
Edition of 3
(JMB 0537)



Making visible patterns of migration, Matti Braun’s work alludes to the typically 
unknown, even ignored, cross-cultural effects of globalisation. From the 
ancient Silk Route connecting the East to the West, to a now generic iPhone 
screensaver of a tropical sunset, the artist tracks specific examples of cultural 
appropriation in a non-linear manner. 

Vikram Sarabhai, an important figure Braun returns to, can be seen to 
embody a plethora of interdisciplinary associations. Founding the Indian 
Space Program in the 1970’s, he has since been linked to a wide variety 
of figures from Mahatma Gandhi, Le Corbusier, the Ulm School of Design 
to Lynda Benglis. In this way the artist’s attitude towards narrative is not to 
explain individual pieces but to indicate the multiplicity of their references. 
Importantly, these are not at first apparent and range from the historically 
correct to the misinformed.

Selected Exhibitions: A Lost Future: Shezad Dawood, The Otolith Group, Matti Braun, Rubin 
Museum of Art, New York (2018); Singale Sugat, BQ, Berlín (2017); Sol Bol, Galería OMR, Mexico 
(2016); Lak Sol, Kunstverein Heilbronn (2016); Salo, Kunstverein Braunschweig, Braunschweig, 
Germany (2010); Salo, La Galerie, Contemporary Art Center, Noisy-le-Sec, France (2010).

Selected Collections: Bundeskunstsammlung / Art Collection of the Federal Republic of Germany; The 
Cranford Collection, London; KIASMA Museum of Contemporary Art, Helsinki; Kadist Foundation, Paris; 
The Dallas Cowboys Art Collection.

 MATTI BRAUN
 Berlin, Germany 1968

 Lives and works in Cologne, Germany



Through her work, Pia Camil has shown a proclivity to failure or the decaying 
associated to the Mexican urban landscape, aspects of modernist culture, 
and traces of art history. Her practice has explored the urban ruin – including 
paintings and photographs of halted projects along Mexico’s highways 
(Highway Follies); abandoned billboards that become theatre-like curtains 
therefore theatricalizing failed capitalist strategies (Espectaculares), or the 
problems and contradictions that arise when engaging with iconic art works 
(No A trio A or Cuadrado Negro).

In the paintings that make up the series Ríe ahora, llora después (Laugh Now, 
Cry Later), title of her second solo exhibition in OMR, Pia Camil presents a 
selection of drawings as her first autobiographical exhibition. 

As Gabriela Jauregui, author and friend of the artist, writes about this body 
of work, “What happens when this space, a space of clarity of thought, an 
expressive space, which Vivian Gornick describes as a shimmering rectangle, 
opens so wide it pours forth into being in the world? This is a personal process 
of thinking and coming into being, rather than a purely conceptual one. 
Porousness: there is risk, there is gut, and vulnerability. Boxes of pleasure. 
And pain.”

Selected Exhibitions: Excepciones Normales: Arte Contemporáneo en Mexico (group), Museo Jumex, 
Mexico City (2021); Three works. Museum of Contemporary Art Tucson, Arizona, US (2021); unFlagging, 
Ballroom Marfa, TX, US (2020); Velo Revelo, Clark Art Institute, Williamstown, MA, US (2020). Otrxs 
Mundxs (group), Museo Tamayo, Mexico City (2020); Laugh Now, Cry Later, OMR, Mexico City (2020). 
Here Comes The Sun, Guggenheim Museum, New York, USA (2019); Fade into Black: Sit, chill, look, talk, 
roll, play, listen, give, take, dance, share., Queens Museum, New York, USA (2019); Bara, Bara, Bara, 
Tramway, Glasgow, UK (2019) & Dallas Contemporary, USA. (2017); Telón de Boca, Museo Universitario 
del Chopo, Mexico City (2018); Split Wall, Nottingham Contemporary, Nottingham, UK (2018); Fade Into 
Black, SCAD - Savannah College of Art and Design Museum, Savannah, USA (2018); Latin American 
Artists in The Marciano Collection, Marciano Art Foundation, Los Angeles, USA (2017); Here and Now, 
Museum Ludwig: Home Visit (2016), Pia Camil: A Pot for a Latch, New Museum, New York, USA (2016).

Selected Collections: The Marciano Art Collection, Los Angeles, USA; Saatchi Gallery, London, UK; 
Colección Jumex, Mexico City, Mexico; Blanton Museum of Art, Austin, USA; CCA Wattis Institute for 
Contemporary Arts, San Francisco, USA; Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, France; Colección Patricia 
Phelps de Cisneros, New York, USA; FRAC Champagne-Ardenne, Reims, France; Phoenix Art Museum, 
Phoenix, USA; Rhode Island School of Design Museum, Providence, USA.

PIA CAMIL
Mexico City, Mexico, 1980

 Lives and works in Mexico City, Mexico



 JOSE DÁVILA
 Guadalajara, Mexico, 1974

 Lives and works in Guadalajara, Mexico

The work of Jose Dávila is the result, on one hand, of taking the resistance of 
both form and material to its limit; and on the other, of the appropriation and 
recontextualization of poignant works of art throughout history, defining them 
within a local and contemporary context.

Dávila’s sculptural work shows apparently opposed materials, where forces 
and forms are balanced to achieve a harmonious whole that transforms his 
creations into representations of our doubts and own contradictions. His 
work is a visual and material aporia, an insoluble logical paradox, where we 
discover a coexistence of fragility and resistance, calm and tension, geometry 
and chaos.

When we look at these sculptures, they teeter as if to fall, yet hold themselves 
together through uncanny support, a careful and precise game with gravity, 
and a trick of the eye. It is surprising – in their new combinations, these 
discarded materials survive to reflect our own rejection of them, like a memory 
trying to get back to a place of visibility.

Jose Dávila studied architecture in the Instituto Tecnológico y de Estudios 
Superiores de Occidente in Guadalajara, Mexico, however, he considers 
himself a self-taught artist, with an intuitive formation.

Selected Exhibitions: Las piedras saben esperar, Centro Internazionale di Scultura, Peccia, Switzerland 
(2021); Las erupciones son frecuentes, Museo de Arte Contemporáneo Querétaro, México (2020); NIRIN 
| 22nd Biennale of Sydney, Sydney, Australia (2020); Directional Energies, Dallas Contemporary, Dallas 
(2020); Pensar como una montaña, Museo Amparo, Puebla, Mexico (2019); Walking Through Walls 
(group), Gropius Bau, Berlin (2019); Sueño autosuficiente, Museo Universitario del Chopo, Mexico City 
(2019); A Simple Rule to Remember, Franz Josefs Kai 3, Vienna (2018); Somewhere Behind the Eyes, 
Sammlung Philara, Düsseldorf (2018); Non tutti quelli che vagano sono persi, Museo del Novecento, 
Florence (2018); Cycles of Collapsing Progress, organised by Beirut Museum of Art BEMA, Tripoli (2018); 
Mecánica de lo inestable, OMR, Mexico City (2018); Sense of Place, LAND (Los Angeles Nomadic 
Division) as part of Pacific Standard Time: LA/LA, Los Angeles (2017/18); Die Feder und der Elefant, 
Kunsthalle Hamburg, Hamburg, Germany (2017).

Selected Collections: Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris; Museo Nacional de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid; 
Stiftung für due Hamburger Kunstsammlungen, Hamburg; Allbright Knox Museum, New York; Marciano Art 
Foundation, Los Angeles; Museum Frieder Burda, Baden-Baden; Colección Jumex, Mexico City; Museo 
Amparo, Puebla; MUAC: Museo Universitario de Arte Contemporáneo, Mexico City; Fundación La Caixa, 
Madrid; Zabludowicz Collection, London; Pérez Art Museum Miami.



ARTUR LESCHER
 São Paulo, Brazil, 1962

 Lives and works in São Paulo, Brazil

Artur Lescher investigates the tangible qualities of sculpture and its interaction 
with architecture. The artist creates single volume pieces, which are designed 
to be suspended and yet pulled in by gravity. As a result, a unique tension 
between the sculptural proportions and the surrounding space is created.

Lescher’s works attest to his constant experimentation with materials, their 
physical qualities and objectual characteristics. Through his works, the artist 
makes constant reference to natural elements, which when reproduced 
impeccably by means of industrial processes, reveal and deny these real 
allusions.

The artist combines physics and mechanics principles with the semantic 
synthesis of the sculptures he creates. The outcome is the subversion of the 
fixedness and weight typical of his raw materials, to the benefit of lightness – 
and of poetic impressions. Lescher appropriates raw materials and industrial 
processes to deliver a precise, organized universe of objects, building tension 
as the viewer moves through space. The observer unwittingly triggers the 
possibility of disruption of mathematical perfection and the equilibrium between 
the artworks through the simple displacement of air – which presupposes the 
motion of pendulums, even though it doesn’t really take place – and through 
personal interpretations of what they see. Notions such as balance, equality 
and proportion are delivered from instrumental use to reunite with their 
metaphysical character, amplified by the artworks’ formal purity.

Selected Exhibitions: Suspensão, Pinacoteca, São Paulo, Brasil (2019); Asterismos, Galería OMR, 
Mexico City, Mexico (2018), Galería Nara Roesler, Sao Paulo (2018), Almine Rech, Paris (2019); 
Alignments, IK LAB, Tulum, Mexico (2018); Porticus, Palais d’léna as part of FIAC 2017, Paris (2017); 
Inner Landscape, Piero Atchugarry Gallery, Punta Del Este, Uruguay (2016); Provisório Permanente-Lux, 
Galeria Nara Roesler, São Paulo (2016); Universo, curated by Fábio Faisal, Carbono Gallery, São Paulo 
(2015); The Nostalgia of the Engineer, Galería OMR, Mexico City (2014).

Selected Collections: Pinacoteca do Estado de São Paulo, São Paulo; Instituto Nacional de Belas Artes, 
Rio de Janeiro; Museu de Arte Moderna de São Paulo, São Paulo; Museu de Arte Contemporânea, São 
Paulo; Museum of Fine Arts, Houston; Philadelphia Museum of Art; The Patricia Phelps de Cisneros 
Collection.



From the beginning of his career, Jorge Méndez Blake has explored the 
possible relations between literature and fine arts, and has developed 
a large body of work with drawings, sound works, sculptures and videos, 
always referring to the great masters of universal literature, such as William 
Shakespeare, Jules Verne, Franz Kafka and Jorge Luis Borges, among many 
others.

In his work, literature becomes a tool that articulates situations, places and 
objects where each piece is full of theoretical meanings related to one another. 
The visual results from a dialogue with literature, and create complex works 
that provide a specific form that occurs only in the realm of imagination and 
desire.

Included in the presentation are works from Méndez Blake's Nos sentamos, 
escuchamos, discutimos (We Sit, We Listen, We Discuss), the second solo 
show by the artist in OMR. In the middle of a global pandemic, our society faces 
two other crises: a democratic and a poetic one. By exploring the amphitheater 
as the poet’s birthplace, Jorge Méndez Blake attempts to represent poetry as 
the creator of comedy and tragedy of society and, therefore, of democracy. 
Through this exhibition, the amphitheater is presented as a symbol of the 
possibility for collective dialogue where we sit, listen, and discuss as a 
community.

Selected Projects & Exhibitions: Nos Sentamos, Escuchamos, Discutimos, OMR, Mexico City (2020); 
MASIN, Culiacán, Sinaloa, Mexico (2019); Dismantling Gorostiza, as part of Pacific Standard Time: LA/
LA, 1301PE, Los Angeles, USA (2017); Apollinaire’s Misspell and Other Calligrams, Meessen De Clercq, 
Belgium (2017); A Message from the Emperor, Marfa Contemporary, USA (2016); Ventana Poniente, OMR, 
Mexico City (2016); Traslaciones topográficas de la Biblioteca Nacional, MUAC (Museo Universitario de 
Arte Contemporáneo), Mexico City, (2015); Meta Narrativas (Arte, diseño y el desarrollo tecnológico); 
Galería Andrea Pozzo, S,J. Universidad Iberoamericana, Museo Franz Mayer, Radio Educación; Mexico 
City, México (2015); Projects for a possible Literature, La Kunsthalle, Mulhouse, France (2015); HIC ET 
NUNC Sobre paradojas democráticas, MUCA Roma, Mexico City (2012); Tutti i libri di Calvino (e altre 
storie), Museo d’arte Contemporanea Villa Croce, Geneva, Italy; Ceboruco, OMR, Mexico City, Mexico 
(2012); The Constructivist Library, Art Positions, Art Basel Miami, USA (2010).

Selected Collections: Sammlung Philara, Düsseldorf, Germany. Colección Jumex, Ciudad de México; 
Colección Televisa, Ciudad de México; Colección López Rocha, Guadalajara; Colección Coppel, Sinaloa; 
Colección Suro, Guadalajara; Colección Ashida, Ciudad de México; Colección Alejandro Gómez, 
Guadalajara; Colección Enrique Guerrero, Ciudad de México; Colección Gilberto Charpenel, Guadalajara.

JORGE MÉNDEZ BLAKE
 Guadalajara, Mexico, 1974

 Lives and works in Guadalajara, Mexico



Beyond the merely pictorial, Ana Montiel’s works read like spiritual, 
dreamlike invitations, that hit you with a feeling of satisfaction and involuntary 
entrancement. Taking in her paintings is like opening your eyes after a nap 
in the sand. The colourful masses on her canvas appear to be in motion, 
plunging the spectator into a semi-conscious state. Any tangible form looks 
acid-washed; a silhouette or a ray of sun gives way to a sfumato of light and 
pigments. 

The artist is interested in the conceptual issues of perception and 
phenomenology, based on the premise that reality is nothing but a collective 
and controlled hallucination. Intrigued by neuroscience and quantum physics, 
she considers herself a “mapper of the unconscious,” producing the Fields 
series - a multicoloured adventure meant as a tribute to the intangible.

In the course of practicing hybrid art, drifting from drawing to design to artistic 
direction, Ana Montiel shunned painting during her school years before finally 
embracing it. Originally from Spain (b. 1981), the artist worked in Barcelona 
and then in London, before settling down in Mexico. Her colour palette 
stimulates both visually and acoustically, like a kind of chorus, giving each 
spectator their own unique symphony.

-Clélia Dehon, Head of Public Program at Louis Vuitton Foundation.
Text extracted from The Steidz magazine, issue no. 5

Selected Exhibitions: Echo, joségarcía,mx, Merída, Mexico (2020); Invitation (Invitación), Aparador 
Cuchilla, Mexico; Resistance of the Sleepers, UCCA Dune Museum Beidaihe, China (2020); Polyphonies 
of Perception (the things we thought we saw together),  joségarcía,mx, Mexico City, (2019); PRIMA 
MATERIA, Peana Off-Site, Gardiner, NY, US (2019); INNER SUN (Fanum no.1), josegarcia,mx, Merida, 
Mexico (2019); SECRET 7”, The Jetty at Greenwich Peninsula, London, UK, (2019); FIELDS, Sala Amós 
Salvador, Logroño, La Rioja, Spain (2018).

ANA MONTIEL
 Logroño, Spain, 1981

 Lives and works in Mexico City, Mexico



Gabriel Rico’s work is developed in a zone in which one object crisscrosses 
with another in the inter-objective configuration space. Starting from his 
fascination with philosophical analogies and scientific disciplines, Rico 
creates pieces that fragment the composition of the contemporary human 
and evidence the geometric imperfection in nature.

Rico’s sculptural works reflect on the nature of the materials used to produce 
them and their arrangement in the final composition. The artist has been 
influenced by the sciences that study form and space; he considers himself 
a believer in matter, an ontologist with a heuristic methodology - sometimes 
using technological tools and scientific models as metaphors for our collective 
memory. Deconstruction and recontextualization are methods by which he 
continues the development of his investigation in areas such as knowledge-
materializations and the fragility of space.

He is celebrated for an experimental, inventive sculptural practice characterized 
by what he calls “mixing” seemingly disparate objects alongside coded and 
personal visual formulas, equations, and philosophical propositions that 
explore the remnants of the human race, future ruins of our civilization, and 
21st century technology.

Selected Exhibitions: Unity in Variety, ICA San Diego, San Diego (Forthcoming, 2021); I May Use An 
Electric Drill, But I Also Use A Hammer, OMR, Mexico City (2021); The Stone, the Branch and the Golden 
Geometry, Perrotin, Seoul (2019); May You Live in Interesting Times (group), 58th Venice Biennale (2019); 
The Discipline of the Cave, Aspen Art Museum (2019); Cycles of Collapsing Progress, (group) organised 
by Beirut Museum of Art BEMA, Tripoli (2018); Mrs. Spring Fragrance, Coma Gallery Sydney (2018); 
Almost Solid Light: New Work From Mexico, Paul Kasmin, New York (2018); Le Sud BB, Hangar J! New 
Art Center, Marseille (2018); Rooftop Playground, Michael Fuchs Galerie, Berlin (2018); One Law for the 
Lion &The Ox is Oppression, Galerie Perrotin, New York (2017); PROXIMIDAD, The Power Station, Dallas 
(2017); DEAD, DEAD, LIVE, DEAD, ASU Art Museum, Tempe (2017); The Queen Falls, Galería OMR, 
Mexico City (2017).

Selected Collections: Arizona Art Museum (ASU), USA; FMC (Frans Masereel Centrum), Kasterlee, 
Belgium; Korean Ceramic Foundation (KOCEF), Seoul, South Korea; MASIN (Museo de Arte de Sinaloa), 
Culiacan, Mexico; The Nasher Sculpture Center, Dallas, Texas, USA; Pérez Art Museum Miami (PAMM), 
Miami, Florida, USA ; Voorlinden Museum, Wassenaar, Netherlands.

GABRIEL RICO
Lagos de Moreno, Mexico, 1980

 Lives and works in Guadalajara, Mexico



SUPERFLEX was founded in 1993 by Jakob Fenger, Bjørnstjerne Christiansen 
and Rasmus Nielsen. With a diverse and complex practice, SUPERFLEX 
challenges the role of the artist in contemporary society and explores the 
nature of globalisation and systems of power. SUPERFLEX describe their 
artworks as tools - thereby suggesting multiple areas of application and use.

Reminiscent of the commercial signage frequently found in urban landscapes 
and generally located on the tops of façades or buildings, This Is The Tip Of 
The Iceberg (2020) translates a familiar phrase into a text-based installation, 
consisting of an illuminated signboard made with ocean-blue LED letters.The 
viewer is invited to reflect upon our present role in the escalation of climate 
change, to consider an apocalyptic scenario, and to imagine a future world of 
lively, diverse and perhaps even humanlike lifeforms.

In this context, This Is The Tip Of The Iceberg repurposes the aesthetics 
of commercial signage to rebrand the end of humanity. The epoch where 
we took center stage – the Anthropocene – is coming to an end, but other 
species will take the spotlight and inhabit our infrastructure once we are gone. 
New life will flourish, with or without us. 

Selected Exhibitions: There Are Other Fish In The Sea, OMR, Mexico City (2019); It Is Not The End 
of the World, Cisternerne, Copenhahgen (2019); In Our Dreams We Have a Plan, Kukje Gallery Busan 
(2019); We Are All In the Same Boat, MOAD MDC, Miami (2018); One, Two, Three, Swing!, Tate Modern, 
London (2017); Euro, Hayward Gallery, London (2017); C.R.E.A.M. - 5 year plan, Kunsthaus Graz (2017); 
Tate Exchange, Tate Modern, London (2017); Superfake / The Parley, ASU - Arizona State University Art 
Museum, Tempe (2016); It's Permitted to Permit, Museum of Tomorrow, Rio de Janeiro (2015).

Selected Collections: National Museum of Art, Copenhagen; MoMA, New York City; Louisiana Museum 
of Modern Art, Humlebaek; Jumex Collection, Mexico City; Malmö Konstmuseum, Malmö; Museum 
Bojimans van Beuingen, Rotterdam; KUNSTEN, Aalborg, Denmark; Queensland Art Gallery, Brisbane, 
Australia; Kunsthaus Zurich, Zurich.

SUPERFLEX
Founded in 1993

 Live and work in Copenhagen, Denmark



Troika is a London-based collaborative contemporary art group known for their 
experimental practice that employs a cross-disciplinary approach, intersecting 
between sculpture, architecture, and contemporary installation. With a 
particular interest in perception and spatial experience, many of Troika’s works 
employ technology and draw inspiration from fundamental scientific, optical 
and mechanical principles. Exploring the intersection of rational thought and 
observation, they consider the changing nature of reality and human experience.

Interested in the subjective and objective readings of reality and the various 
relationships we form with technology, they investigate the ways in which the 
digital world informs and crosses over into the physical one and how technological 
advancement influences our relationship with the world and with each other.

In 2019, Troika started a research project together with biologists, neuroscientists, 
the British Antarctic Survey and physicists from Cambridge University which will 
culminate in a book and a permanent outdoor installation at Cambridge University 
in 2023.

"What makes these objects intriguing is their apparent ambivalence about the 
power dynamics about this relationship and the general the direction in which it 
flows. Like all good art they hover somewhere between a suggestion and a fact."

- Mark Rappolt

Selected Exhibitions and Projects: Maybe We Should Stop Thinking that Everything Always Starts 
from the Beginning, We The Curious (Permanent installation), Bristol, UK (2021); The Shape of a Circle 
in the Mind of a Square, Zealand Academy (Permanent installation), Køge, Denmark (2020); On Earth 
(group), 50th Edition: Rencontres d'Arles, Ares (2019); Negative Space (group), Center for Art & Media, 
Karlsruhe (2019); Borrowed Light, Barbican Centre, London (2018); Coder le Monde, Centre Pompidou, 
Paris (2018); Labyrith Konkret, Museum im Kulturspeicher Würburg, Würzburg (2018); Compression Loss, 
OMR, Mexico City, (2017); Glitches, Galerie Ron Mandos, Amsterdam, (2017); Corridor III: Valdemar Daa, 
Viborg Kunsthal, Viborg, DK (2017); Art Light, Carpenters Workshop Gallery, London (2017); Everyday 
Abstract, Vejle Museum of Art, Vejle, DK (2017); The Hum, Caustic Coastal, Salford, UK (2017); Drawing 
Biennial 2017, Drawing Room, London (2017); ARTEFACT EXPO: The Act of Magic, STUK, Leuven, BE 
(2017); Everything Is and Isn’t at the Same Time, Galerie Huit, Hong Kong (2016).

Selected Collections: Centre Pompidou, Paris; Israel Museum, Tel Aviv; The Art Institute of Chicago; 
MoMA, New York; British Council Collection, London; Victoria & Albert Museum, London; M+, Hong Kong; 
Jumex Collection, Mexico City; Drake Collection, Wassenaar, NL; Collection of Rafael Nieto Loaiza, 
Bogotá; Modern Forms, London.

TROIKA
Founded in 2003

 Live and work in London, UK



James Turrell, one of the most renowned representatives of the international art 
scene, dedicates his entire work to dealing with the diverse manifestations of 
natural and artificial light.

Turrell penetrates the border areas of perception: installations and environments 
that make light an artistic medium that can be experienced. The rooms are not 
lit in the conventional sense - they are rather filled with light and color. In these 
light spaces, the architecture appears dematerialized - surface, color and space 
enter into an interplay that allows the viewer to immerse himself in a mysterious, 
picturesque world. The timelessness and fascination of his work is primarily 
based on the fact that Turrell succeeds in making light as a form of reality directly 
sensory without going through symbolism or visual representation.

We are very pleased to present an installation by James Turrell from the new 
series The Circular Glass. Conceived for an everyday architectural environment, 
these spectacular works enable a visual and sensory experience of light as was 
previously reserved for larger installations by the artist. The unique pieces in 
this series are individually programmed using the latest LED technology. Their 
physical structure relates to Turrell's Shallow Space Constructions from the late 
1960s and early 1970s. With this new series, the artist continues his exploration 
of technological possibilities in connection with sensory practices, inviting viewers 
to a meditative experience.

Selected Exhibitions and Projects: Passages of Light, Jumex Museum, Mexico City (2019); LightScape: 
James Turrell at Houghton, Houghton Hall, Norfolk, UK (2015); James Turrell: A Retrospective, The Israel 
Museum, Jerusalem, IL (2014); James Turrell: A Retrospective, National Gallery of Australia, Canberra, 
AUS (2014); James Turrell, The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, US (2013); James Turrell: 
The Light Inside, MFAH Houston, US (2013); James Turrell. A Retrospective, LACMA, Los Angeles, US 
(2013).

Selected Collections: Bank of America Collection; Brooklyn Museum of Art; Château de Ro- chechouart; 
Chicago Art Institute; Contemporary Art Museum, Los Angeles; Corporation Benness, Naoshima, Japan; 
Fondation Cartier pour l’Art Contemporain; Fondation Dia Art; Fondacion La Caixa; Fondation Skystone, 
Flagstaff, USA; Los Angeles County Museum of Art - LACMA; MoMA;
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum.

JAMES TURRELL'S WORK IS PRESENTED IN COLLABORATION WITH 
HÄUSLER CONTEMPORARY.

JAMES TURREL
Los Angeles, CA, USA, 1943

 Lives and works in Flagstaff, AZ, USA
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